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TO THE TEACHERS:  

This curriculum has been designed to enhance the student’s spelling 
and vocabulary skills for the purpose of correctly writing, using, and 
spelling words used in everyday conversation as well as subject matters 
in other courses of learning.  

Each spelling lesson contains a list of words and four exercises 
requiring students to use the word in correct context, a word 
puzzle/game and space to practice writing the unit words. A test 
should be given after each unit is completed to assess the student’s 
capabilities to correctly spell the words in each particular unit.  

Tests and an answer key are provided in the back of the workbook. 
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Brookdale House 
www.brookdalehouse.com 

               Writing Through History Series 
(aka Write from History) 

Want to save time when teaching your elementary student to write? Our elementary writing 
curriculum teaches writing, supplements history, and reinforces proper penmanship. A gentle 
writing curriculum for young students. (Available in both manuscript and cursive) 

 
Writing Through Ancient History Level 1          Grades 1 to 3 
Writing Through Ancient History Level 2    Grades 3 to 5 
Writing Through Medieval History Level 1   Grades 1 to 3 
Writing Through Medieval History Level 2   Grades 3 to 5 
Writing Through Early Modern History Level 1  Grades 1 to 3 
Writing Through Early Modern History Level 2   Grades 3 to 5 
Writing Through Modern History Level 1    Grades 1 to 3 
Writing Through Modern History Level 2    Grades 3 to 5 

 
 

Easy Narrative Writing 

Easy Narrative Writing is a middle school writing curriculum. This 1 text is 
appropriate as a 1 year writing curriculum for younger middle grade students or a 1 
semester curriculum for upper middle grade students. (This book is currently sold as 
Writing from Rhetoric Book 1 which is available with a Student Book and Teacher’s 
Edition. The student text has been redesigned into Easy Narrative Writing. The 

Teacher’s Edition is available.)  
                      

Bible Memorization Made Easy Series 

The Bible is the most important textbook in Christian child’s education. The 
Bible Memorization Made Easy series provides Christian educators with a means 
to help their students memorize scripture, providing a life time of benefits.  

Memorize the Sermon on the Mount  
Memorize Philippians 

                      

The Westminster Shorter Catechism Copybooks 
                                           (Manuscript and Cursive) 
The Shorter Catechism is composed of 107 questions and answers that cover 
topics such as who God is, man’s sin, Christ and redemption, the ten 
commandments, Baptism and Communion, and the Lord’s prayer. Using the 
Catechism for copywork provides a gentle yet effective way to introduce this 

information to children of all ages. It takes very little time but has enormous 
benefits. 
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Bible Handwriting Practice Series 

The Bible Handwriting Practice series is designed to teach proper penmanship to 
elementary students. Unlike most modern handwriting programs, the Bible Handwriting 
Practice series uses short Bible passages as models for handwriting. Over the course of 
the series, students progress from writing letters to Scripture copywork. 

Handwriting Practice: From the Bible! Book 1 
Handwriting Practice: From the Bible! Book 2 

                      

Sheldon's New Primary Language Lessons 

Sheldon’s New Primary Language Lessons is a beginning grammar workbook for 
students learning the 8 parts of speech and the fundamentals of sentence and 
paragraph writing. It teaches grammar, writing via narration, copywork, and 
dictation, and reinforces proper penmanship. The value of a book of this kind is the 
measure of its power to train children in fluency of expression.  

                      

Grammar Workbook Set 

The text, Grammar Workbook, is a grammar and composition workbook for students that 
are ready for an introduction to more advanced grammar. It is divided into four 
sections—sentences, the eight parts of speech, clauses and phrases, and punctuation. As 
students study grammar in the Grammar Workbook, they complete writing assignments 
that give them the opportunity to use the grammar they’ve learned. 
                      

                                                The Fun Spanish 

The Fun Spanish provides an incredibly fun method to teach young children to 
understand Spanish sentence structure as well as vocabulary and verb conjugation. 
 

                      

The Geography Drawing Series 

If you’ve ever tried to teach children to learn geography by having them draw 
routes of famous explorers or find locations on a map, then you understand how 
difficult learning geography can be. This series helps children learn geography by 
drawing maps from memory. It works! 

 
Drawing Around the World: USA 
Drawing Around the World: Europe 

                     

 
 

 
 
 
Contact Information:   Kimberly D. Garcia 

Brookdale House 
www.brookdalehouse.com 

Kimberly@brookdalehouse.com  
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LESSON #1: CH and SH Digraphs 
 

A consonant digraph is a sound made by putting two consonants 
together to make one new sound. Two of the most often-used blends 
are ch and sh. Ch and sh are used at the beginning and at the end of 
many words we use every day. Sometimes the ch and sh blend can be in 
the middle of a word, too.  

 

CH 

The ch digraph makes a “t + sh” sound. You make the ch sound by 
putting your tongue on the roof of your mouth just behind your top 
front teeth. Your lips also make a ‘kissy face’.  

Practice the ch sound by saying “cherry” five times. Where is your 
tongue? Are your top and bottom teeth touching? What shape are you 
making with your lips? 

SH 

When you put your top and bottom side teeth together, your lips will 
make a little circle. When you push air out of that little circle without 
moving your teeth, you will make the sh sound. 

Say “shoe” several times. Where are your teeth? Can you feel the little 
circle your lips are making?  

Your spelling words for this week all have the ch or sh blend.  
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Word List  
 

 

cheese     shirt 

match      shoelace 

children     shell 

chance     shark 

chicken     shape 

marching     sunshine 

chapter     crash 

sandwich     dish  
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Write each spelling word three times. 

cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 
 

1)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

2)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

3)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

4)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

5)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

6)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

7)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 
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cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 

8)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

9) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

10) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

11) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

12) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

13) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

14) ___________ ___________ ___________
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cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 

15) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

16) ___________ ___________ ___________ 
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Write the correct spelling word in each of the sentences below.  

cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 

1) Joey did a book report about a great white 

________________. 

2) My baby brother eats a peanut butter 

__________________ every day for lunch. 

3) There is a ______________ it will snow on 

Monday.  

4) Have you ever seen a ______________ lay an 

egg? 

5) Gracie made cookies in the ____________ of a 

star.  

6) I read the last ______________ of my book 

last night before I went to bed.  

7) My sister is ________________ in the parade 

next week. 

8) My favorite kind of pizza is a 

________________ pizza.  
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cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 

9) Luke came to school wearing socks that don’t 

_______________. 

10) There are twenty ________________ in his 

class.  

11) He broke a tooth when he tripped on his 

________________. 

12) I broke my grandma’s _______________. 

13) If you are going to be out in the 

_________________ you need to wear sunscreen.  

14) Look at the big _____________ I found on the 

beach! 

15) My best friend and I bought the same 

____________ so we could look like twins.  

16) The book shelf came down with a big 

_____________.   
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Fill in the missing letters to correctly spell each word. 

cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 

ch__es__        c__ance    

ch__ __ dren        __a__ch    

chi__ke__        ma__c__ing    

chap__er         s__n__wich    

s__oelac__        sh__rt    

she__l         __har__    

shap__         sun__ __ine    

c__a__h         d__ __h 
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Write a sentence using each of the spelling words once.  

cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 

1: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

2: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

3: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

4: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

5: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

6: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

7: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

8: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 
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cheese chance children match  chicken marching 
chapter sandwich shoelace shirt  shell  shark   
shape  sunshine crash  dish 

 

9: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

10: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

11: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

12: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

13: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

14: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

15: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

16: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________
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LESSON #2: GH and TH Digraphs 
 
A consonant digraph is a sound made by putting two consonants 
together to make one new sound. Two of the most often-used blends 
are gh and th. Gh and th are used at the beginning and at the end of 
many words we use every day. Sometimes the gh and th blend can be in 
the middle of a word, too.  

gh 

The gh digraph is a tricky one. It is tricky because it has different 
sounds depending on where it is found in a word.  

If the gh is at the beginning of a word, the g is a hard g sound.  

 

 Example: ghost 

 

If the gh is at the end of a word, it is either silent or makes the sound of 
f.  

Example: through (silent)     

Example: cough (f) 

 

If the gh is in a compound word, it makes the sound of its root word.  

 

Example: throughout (silent)    

Example: roughneck (f) 

th 
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The th digraph blends the soft t sound with the h. The th sound is one 
we use many times each day. Examples: the, they, think, either 

This week’s spelling words are words using the gh and th digraphs.  

 

Word List 

 

high      north 

thought     south 

weigh     light 

though     bright 

caught     growth 

bought     fourth 

rough     thigh 

cough     thorough 
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Write each spelling word three times. 

high  thought weigh  though caught bought  
rough  cough  north  growth  light  bright 
south  fourth thigh  thorough 

 

1)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

2)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

3)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

4)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

5)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

6)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

7)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 
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high  thought weigh  though caught bought  
rough  cough  north  growth  light  bright 
south  fourth thigh  thorough 

 

8)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

9)  ___________ ___________ ___________ 

10) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

11) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

12) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

13) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

14) ___________ ___________ ___________ 
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high  thought weigh  though caught bought  
rough  cough  north  growth  light  bright 
south  fourth thigh  thorough 

 

15) ___________ ___________ ___________ 

16) ___________ ___________ ___________ 
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Draw a line from the clue on the left to the word on the right that best 
fits.  

 

Opposite of low.       bought 

What you turn on when you enter a room.   light  

The upper part of your leg.     rough 

A word to describe the sun.     high 

Comes between third and fifth.     bright 

Something measured in pounds.     weigh  

Direction traveled to get to Mexico.    thought 

A word that means complete.     thorough 

The opposite of smooth.      growth 

Something you do when you have a cold.   north 

The past tense of the word ‘buy’.    cough 

The Pole where Santa Claus lives.     fourth 

Another word for ‘idea’.      south 

A word that rhymes with ‘so’.     caught 

Used when talking about ounces and pounds.   thigh 

Something you do with a baseball.     though 
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Write a sentence using each of the words from your word list.  

high  thought weigh  though caught bought  
rough  cough  north  growth  light  bright 
south  fourth thigh  thorough 

 

1: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

2: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

3: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

4: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

5: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

6: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

7: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________
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8: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

9: ________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

10: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

11: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

12: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

13: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

14: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

15: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

16: _______________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 
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Word Search: Find and circle each of the words from this week’s word 
list.  

high  thought weigh  though caught bought  
rough  cough  north  growth  light  bright 
south  fourth thigh  thorough 

 

j m u d g b i t n f o i k r t   

e f o u r t h q o s v d w h r   

f a q t o b o r r t h i g h n   

t v o u w w q o t w l i h t n   

l t p t t p k u h h l c h o x   

y p a t h o u g h t j g o t j   

g g s g b o r h a p i x d c k   

l e o p x g r g i r r a y a c   

t o u n f f k o b i l l i u q   

f y t c l u c h u d t t v g z   

v i h u o n g b f g g t o h l   

v u u b o u g h t r h v g t y   

h i g h o k g b e p w i l z y   

j g z h z u q h g t e g l z z   

q o t u q c v p v w q m h j j   
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LESSON #3: Silent k, g, and ph as f 
 

The English language gets its words from many other languages. 
Latin, Greek, and an old style of English used hundreds of years ago 
are the three main languages our language comes from.  

When the Pilgrims and explorers from all parts of the world traveled 
across the ocean to America, they had to learn to communicate with 
one another. Sometimes this meant learning to speak and understand 
different languages.  

As the early settlers in our country learned to speak new languages 
they sometimes changed the way they pronounced some of the new 
words they were learning. This is why we have words with a silent k, a 
silent g, and why the ph digraph sounds like f.  

k 

The k is always silent when followed by the letter n. 

g 

g is silent when used in front of the following letters: m, n, l 

ph 

All English words that come from the Greek language use a ph in place 
of f because the Greek language uses ph instead of f. If a word comes 
from another language such as French or German, an f is used for the f 
sounds.  

Words using ph for f are sight words since no other rules apply.  
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Word List 

  

 
knife    phantom 

knight    assignment 

knob     telephone 

gnat     typhoon 

alphabet    design 

knowledge   knee 

sign     physician 

photograph   dolphin 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


